Dar Al Fouad Hospital Dress Code for Physicians (LADIES)

The physicians who spent less than two years after recruitment should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo only.

The non attending consultants should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo and the word CONSULTANT.

The attending consultants and the registrars who spent more than two years after recruitment should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo, doctor name and department name.

Wearing hospital white coat over classic plain shirts, trousers and shoes is mandatory.

The ID badge must be worn at all times while on duty.

For veiled women, the veil should be as shown in the photo.

It is not allowed to wear crocs without clean socks preferably white.

Light blue scrubs for doctors who spent more than two years at Dar Al Fouad.

Royal blue scrubs for doctors who have spent less than 2 years at Dar Al Fouad.
Dar Al Fouad Hospital Dress Code for Physicians (Gentlemen)

The physicians who spent less than two years after recruitment should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo only.

The non-attending consultants should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo and the word CONSULTANT.

The attending consultants and the registrars who spent more than two years after recruitment should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo, doctor name and department name.

Wearing hospital white coat over classic plain shirts, trousers, tie and shoes is mandatory.

Light blue scrubs for doctors who spent more than two years at Dar Al Fouad.

Royal blue scrubs for doctors who have spent less than 2 years at Dar Al Fouad.

The ID badge must be worn at all times while on duty.

For bearded men, the beard should be groomed as shown in the photo.

It is not allowed to wear crocs without clean socks preferably white.

The physicians who spent less than two years after recruitment should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo only.

The non-attending consultants should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo and the word CONSULTANT.

The attending consultants and the registrars who spent more than two years after recruitment should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo, doctor name and department name.

Wearing hospital white coat over classic plain shirts, trousers, tie and shoes is mandatory.

Light blue scrubs for doctors who spent more than two years at Dar Al Fouad.

Royal blue scrubs for doctors who have spent less than 2 years at Dar Al Fouad.

The ID badge must be worn at all times while on duty.

For bearded men, the beard should be groomed as shown in the photo.

It is not allowed to wear crocs without clean socks preferably white.

The physicians who spent less than two years after recruitment should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo only.

The non-attending consultants should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo and the word CONSULTANT.

The attending consultants and the registrars who spent more than two years after recruitment should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo, doctor name and department name.

Wearing hospital white coat over classic plain shirts, trousers, tie and shoes is mandatory.

Light blue scrubs for doctors who spent more than two years at Dar Al Fouad.

Royal blue scrubs for doctors who have spent less than 2 years at Dar Al Fouad.

The ID badge must be worn at all times while on duty.

For bearded men, the beard should be groomed as shown in the photo.

It is not allowed to wear crocs without clean socks preferably white.

The physicians who spent less than two years after recruitment should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo only.

The non-attending consultants should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo and the word CONSULTANT.

The attending consultants and the registrars who spent more than two years after recruitment should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo, doctor name and department name.

Wearing hospital white coat over classic plain shirts, trousers, tie and shoes is mandatory.

Light blue scrubs for doctors who spent more than two years at Dar Al Fouad.

Royal blue scrubs for doctors who have spent less than 2 years at Dar Al Fouad.

The ID badge must be worn at all times while on duty.

For bearded men, the beard should be groomed as shown in the photo.

It is not allowed to wear crocs without clean socks preferably white.

The physicians who spent less than two years after recruitment should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo only.

The non-attending consultants should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo and the word CONSULTANT.

The attending consultants and the registrars who spent more than two years after recruitment should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo, doctor name and department name.

Wearing hospital white coat over classic plain shirts, trousers, tie and shoes is mandatory.

Light blue scrubs for doctors who spent more than two years at Dar Al Fouad.

Royal blue scrubs for doctors who have spent less than 2 years at Dar Al Fouad.

The ID badge must be worn at all times while on duty.

For bearded men, the beard should be groomed as shown in the photo.

It is not allowed to wear crocs without clean socks preferably white.

The physicians who spent less than two years after recruitment should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo only.

The non-attending consultants should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo and the word CONSULTANT.

The attending consultants and the registrars who spent more than two years after recruitment should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo, doctor name and department name.

Wearing hospital white coat over classic plain shirts, trousers, tie and shoes is mandatory.

Light blue scrubs for doctors who spent more than two years at Dar Al Fouad.

Royal blue scrubs for doctors who have spent less than 2 years at Dar Al Fouad.

The ID badge must be worn at all times while on duty.

For bearded men, the beard should be groomed as shown in the photo.

It is not allowed to wear crocs without clean socks preferably white.

The physicians who spent less than two years after recruitment should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo only.

The non-attending consultants should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo and the word CONSULTANT.

The attending consultants and the registrars who spent more than two years after recruitment should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo, doctor name and department name.

Wearing hospital white coat over classic plain shirts, trousers, tie and shoes is mandatory.

Light blue scrubs for doctors who spent more than two years at Dar Al Fouad.

Royal blue scrubs for doctors who have spent less than 2 years at Dar Al Fouad.

The ID badge must be worn at all times while on duty.

For bearded men, the beard should be groomed as shown in the photo.

It is not allowed to wear crocs without clean socks preferably white.

The physicians who spent less than two years after recruitment should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo only.

The non-attending consultants should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo and the word CONSULTANT.

The attending consultants and the registrars who spent more than two years after recruitment should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo, doctor name and department name.

Wearing hospital white coat over classic plain shirts, trousers, tie and shoes is mandatory.

Light blue scrubs for doctors who spent more than two years at Dar Al Fouad.

Royal blue scrubs for doctors who have spent less than 2 years at Dar Al Fouad.

The ID badge must be worn at all times while on duty.

For bearded men, the beard should be groomed as shown in the photo.

It is not allowed to wear crocs without clean socks preferably white.

The physicians who spent less than two years after recruitment should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo only.

The non-attending consultants should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo and the word CONSULTANT.

The attending consultants and the registrars who spent more than two years after recruitment should wear the white coat that is embroidered by the hospital logo, doctor name and department name.

Wearing hospital white coat over classic plain shirts, trousers, tie and shoes is mandatory.

Light blue scrubs for doctors who spent more than two years at Dar Al Fouad.

Royal blue scrubs for doctors who have spent less than 2 years at Dar Al Fouad.

The ID badge must be worn at all times while on duty.

For bearded men, the beard should be groomed as shown in the photo.

It is not allowed to wear crocs without clean socks preferably white.